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“Continuing our commitment to 
the highest performance in all we 
do—from product innovation to 
corporate responsibility—is good 
business.” 
 
       Paul Otellini, President and CEO in 2013 

Corporate Social 
Responsibility at Intel: It’s 

How We Do Business 
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Technology Implementation Status 
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PPA – Customer/Host View 
+  Applies to most technologies.  Wind, solar hot water, PV, etc 

+  Needs willing partner/supplier 

+  Minimized “deal” work by customer …  
+  Very limited Financial risk 

+  No Capital,  No O&M 
+  Negotiated escalation/known electric rate.  Budget rate known 
+  Can Avoid Operational Risk.  Owner takes production risk 
+  Can Avoid incentive risk or regulatory risk:  all credits to owner 
+  Nearly Guarantee calcs/very simple cost evaluation  
+  Supplier optimized engineering …  Minimizes stake in design/equip. 

+  Very few Customer/Host resources required (assumed Turn-key) 

+  Flexibility of term and ability to option contract extensions 
+  Enables 3rd party supply in “Regulated” states/ electricity markets 
 

–  Incentive $ not front loaded (exp vs. capital). Limited annual savings 
–  Possible slightly higher financial cost imbedded for risks 
–  Utility rate escalator risk. Sensitive for savings/losses 
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Lease Option (e.g.) 

+  Incentive to customer front end loaded  w/ XX% cost of money used.   
+  May be better NPV over life due to front end loading, term 
+  Can create a quasi-PPA, in substance … similar benefits 
 
Customer  may take on Risk… may be tougher internal approval 
-  production/operational risk … unless perf.  Guarantee 
-  monthly lease payment risk … pay regardless of operation 
-  Likely takes incentive risk if units do not perform 
-  Customer likely want more involvement in equipment decisions 
-  Customer  likely want more construction mngt oversight 
-  Customer  Resources required 
-  Likely capital lease accounting with newer rules  



Sample Evaluations (double digit cost of money) 
•  Received bids from 6 suppliers across 5 sites 

–  Proposals included bids for PPA, Lease & Purchase 

•  Don’t Compare NPV from different size project 
•  Positive NPV’s for PPA & Lease (Green above) 

–  All Purchase options showed negative NPV’s 
•  Initial Capital outlay too high to overcome 
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Proj 1 Proj 2  Proj 3 Proj 4 Proj 5 

PPA 
 -kWh: 2,439,030 
-NPV: XXX 

 -kWh:801,183 
-NPV: XXX 

 -kWh: 307,395 
-NPV: XXX  

 -kWh: 302,133 
-NPV: XXX  

 -kWh: 294, 057 
-NPV: XXX  

Lease 
 -kWh: 2,439,030 
-NPV: XXX 

 -kWh: 307,395 
-NPV: XXX 

 -kWh: 302,133 
-NPV: XXX 

 -kWh: 294,057 
-NPV: XXX 

Purchase 
 -kWh: 2,439,030 
-NPV: XXX 

 -kWh: 801,183 
-NPV:XXX 

 -kWh: 307,395 
-NPV: XXX 

 -kWh: 302,133 
-NPV: XXX 

 -kWh: 294,057 
-NPV: XXX 
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PPA Cost Justification Analysis - Simple 
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PPA Rate Sensitivity 
•  Sensitivity of Electric rate escalation 1-3% 

–  Assumed 3% in Analysis 

PPA Sensitivity - Electric Rates 
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Regulatory misc Considerations 

•  PPA: Power Purchase Agreement may be illegal in your 
state 

•  Lease accounting is forcing more likely capital lease 
treatment 

•  Some incentives are taxable if you take them 
•  Way to get 3rd party power in non-deregulated states 
•  If utility provides incentives, they may “take” RECs in 

exchange….  If they do, you do not have solar power to 
your site and no carbon offset. 
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Why does PPA work for 3rd Party 

Customer 
Takes Energy  
Provides Space 

“Integrator” 
• Designs/builds facility 
• May provide O&M 
• Puts Deal together 
• Buys Equip in Bulk and term 
• Funding in Bulk 

Tax Equity Partner 
Takes tax advantage 

Finance Company 
Owns facility 
Provides funding 

Equipment Supplier 

All Incentives maximized.   
Electricity savings contribution very small Percentage 
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Optimizes their 
 component 



Back-up 
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How Do Power Purchase Agreements Work? 

Power Provider: 

•  Commissions, owns, operates, & maintains equipment 

•  Sells power to customer - predetermined rate + esc? 

•  Separately finances the project, procures equipment 
and contracts tax credits 

•  “May” keep RECs to reduce rate (utility incentive or 
sell) 

Buyer: 

•  Receives power over 10-25 year contract term 

•  Pays power provider monthly, per rate schedule 
only for energy delivered, with no upfront  or 
ongoing expense cost 

Intel has been using PPAs successfully to guarantee project viability 
(positive NPV/Instant savings, capital/expense and free) and mitigate risks 
•  Leases can offer similar solution in some regions where regulations prohibit PPAs 
•  Best option depends on financing rates, regulations, and negotiated utility rates 

Power 
$/kWh, 
RECs, 
O&M 

Risk 

Solar Owner 
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Key Commercial Options 
•  PPA (Power Purchase Agreement) 

–  Integrator/installer BOOM ( Builds/Owns/Operates/Maintains) 
–  Customer provides property/roof/etc to be used (not transferred) 
–  Customer pays no capital or fixed payments 
–  Customer guarantees to buy all the power generated at a price 
–  Typically 15-25 years but negotiable ( we did 10 ,+5+5+5 option) 

•  Lease 
–  Can be similar to PPA except customer takes some of the risk: 

•  Customer pays monthly lease fee regardless of electric output  
•  Often some incentives are paid directly to customer based on output 
•  Cost of money has used more impact, if more front loaded 

•  Purchase: 
–  Traditional deal.  Customer hires it to be built and retains all 

responsibility and receives all incentive directly.  
–  Customer responsible for Design, O&M, equipment etc 
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